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FLO Components Ltd. Offers
New Lubricator Pump
FLO Components is
now offering the new
HTL 429 Lubricator Pump
for hydraulic tools. Designed to deliver precise
lubrication each time a
hammer or other hydraulically driven tool cycles,
the pump is ideal for construction OEMs, hydraulic
hammer retrofits, demolition attachments and medium to large breakers/
hammers. The pump is
manufactured by Lincoln of St. Louis, a world
leader in the manufacture
and sale of lubrication and
pumping equipment for
use in vehicle service and
industry.
The unique HTL 429
Pump protects your Critical Breakers / Hammers
with precise, consistent
lubrication, allowing your
operator to lubricate the
hammer without leaving
the cab. The pump attaches directly to the hammer,
gripper or crusher and is
connected to the hydraulic
power supplier of the carrier. When the operator

pushes the pedal to activate
the hammer the hammer
grease pump is activated,
automatically sending a
single shot of grease to lubricate the bearing points.
When the operator’s foot

comes off the pedal and
hydraulic fluid pressure
is removed from the hammer, the drop in pressure

releases the spring in the
pump and recharges it
so it is ready to lubricate
again the next time the
device is activated. This
fully automatic system reduces machine repairs and
replacement costs, and no
work interruption means
increased productivity.
Installed directly on
the hammer, the pump
travels with your hammer, not your machine,
making it perfect for
rental equipment or hammers used on multiple
machines. The HTL 429
is easy to use and maintain. It has a visual lowlevel indicator and utilizes standard 14.5-ounce
grease cartridges for convenient refilling. An attached grease fitting allows for manual filling
and fast priming of the
pump. Optional metering
plugs offer four basic delivery rates per stroke of
the lubricator. The ability to pump either chisel
paste or standard grease
and to adjust the delivery
rate allows you to utilize
the HTL 429 pump on
several sizes and types
of hydraulically driven
tools. For more information, visit www.flocom
ponents.com.b
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Artic Breeze Truck AC Dealer
Base Continues To Grow
Industry interest in
Arctic BREEZE Truck
AC systems continues
to grow as new partners
continue to be added to
the list of official dealers
for the innovative technology on a weekly basis, says Hammond Air
Conditioning Vice President Deb Lemon. Arctic
BREEZE dealers can now
be found coast-to-coast
and the brand’s popularity continues to grow.
“As more and more
levels of government enact strict no-idling regulations and the price of
fuel remains uncertain,
truck fleet owners and
independent
operators
throughout North America are coming to recognize the value of our
battery-powered 12V DC
truck
air-conditioning
system over traditional
diesel-powered APU-driven systems,” says Lemon. “Growing requests
from leading industry
dealers like CSTK to rep-

resent the Arctic BREEZE
line are indicative of this
trend.”
Recent additions to
the Arctic BREEZE roster include 49er Truck
Stop and Cascade Sierra
Solution located in Sacramento; Espar of Michigan;
Campbell-Brown
Inc. located in North and
South Carolina; Big Rig
of Fort Worth, Texas and
Gretna, Nebraska; and
Boomer Diesel Engine &
Generator in Oklahoma
City, OK. All of these
dealers are specialists in
AC systems and their endorsement of the Arctic
BREEZE system reflects
their ongoing quest to
find the right product for
their customers, while
at the same time demonstrating their environmental responsibility.
Hammond Air Conditioning Territory Manager, Mark Warnes, says
that a general greater interest in battery-powered
truck air conditioning

systems and the product’s simplicity of design
account for the rapid
growth in the number of
new Arctic BREEZE dealers in recent months.
“Things are moving
quite rapidly for us right
now,” says Warnes. “As
more and more fleet
owners learn about the
product through word-ofmouth, more and more
dealers are approaching
us to represent the brand.
At present, I’m talking to
prospective dealers from
coast to coast. These are
exciting times for Hammond Air Conditioning
Ltd.”
Since 2004, the US EPA
has recognized environmentally “smart” transportation
technologies
with the SmartWaySM
service mark. “Hammond Air Conditioning is
proud to be an accredited
SmartWay partner, doing
our part to reduce transportation-related
emissions with Arctic BREEZE
Truck AC,” says Lemon.
“As a SmartWay-recognized “no-idle” solution,
all purchases of Arctic
BREEZE Truck AC are exempted from US Federal
Excise Tax.” b

